List of maps from RGS-IBG collections

1. A Tibetan map of Sikkim
   - Map of Sikkim. Prepared and used by the Tibetan Military Authorities during the Campaign in 1888", mr India D.74 (rgs537334)

2. Gujarati chart of the Red Sea
   - A native Indian chart of the coast of Arabia and the Red Sea, mr Asia S.4 (rgs534125)
   - Reduced Sketch of a Native Indian chart, JRGS, Vol. 6, p. 113

3. Trans-Saharan route maps
   - A collection of route maps of the Nigeer River, together with a few original letters (in the Library) from Clapperton and others. The maps were collected from Arabs and other travellers, mr Portfolio 338 (rgs550580)

4. A Japanese raincoat map
   - Tracing from a Japanese Map, shewing the route from Yeddo to the summit of Fusi-yama taken by Rutherford Alcock in 1860. Taken on a native oil-paper rain cloak, mr Japan S.117 (rgs540366).

5. “Native” maps of Burma
   - Native Map in Native characters of part of Lower Salween, mr Burma S. 31 (rgs534788)
   - Route taken by Namawong of Kieng-ma between Talifoo in Western China and Konglong on the Salween, mr Burma S. 33 (rgs534799)
   - Native maps of Burma in native characters, mr Burma S. 39 (rgs534765) [the manuscript map numbered 44]